What
Educators
Are Saying

Digital Content that Engages Students

"Students can experience
things they never would
be able to experience
otherwise. It is very engaging
and my students always cheer
when I pull it up."
Lamar ISD

“I have used this program for
the past two years and it really
is a work of wonders. The slides
probe questions to keep
students engaged during the
lesson. I would recommend
EduSmart to every educator!”
New Frontiers Charter School

“My sixth graders love going
up to the interactive board, the
drag and drop activities, the
labs.They pick up things that
I don’t think they would have
gotten just from a textbook.”
Lake County, Florida ISD

Teaching Tools that Make STEM Instruction Easier

“With EduSmart, I can ask a teacher to
teach a lesson even though they have no
knowledge of the concepts we are trying to
teach. They can do it correctly because the
program guides them through it.”

"EduSmart Science is a teacher's dream come
true. It makes abstract and difficult concepts
easy, more real, and comprehensible for the
kids. EduSmart offers the most vivid graphics
and animations of any tool we’ve used."

Midland ISD

Aldine ISD
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No Fluff. Just Fully Aligned (TEKS) Content.

“I like that there is very
little extra information.
EduSmart is aligned with
TEKS. Kids love the visuals
and the video games, and
at the same time it hits all
the standards.”

“It meets the benchmarks,
standards and academic
vocabulary that we use. It
is an easy way to introduce
content a little deeper than
we might have been able to
do on our own.”

Houston ISD

Lake County, Florida ISD

"Teachers like that it’s
concise and to the point,
unlike other online programs
with lots of "fillers" added
which translates to unused
information.”
Fort Bend ISD

Adaptable Content for Special Populations (ESL)
ESL

“EduSmart really benefits our ESL
students, especially in 2nd and 3rd
grades. Pretty much all the topics are
taught in Spanish.”
Houston ISD

“EduSmart has helped us incorporate our
special ed students and limited English
populations, through the visuals, pauses,
videos and audio. It all integrates well, and
gives those students the tools they need.”
Pasadena ISD

Let EduSmart™ Help You Transform STEM in Your School.
EduSmart has been helping schools expand STEM education for more than a decade. Schedule a free
demo to see how we can help you engage your students and improve their performance, with teaching
tools that make STEM instruction easier. Your teachers will thank you.
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